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We consider the generalized N-body Schro dinger operator
H=&2+q(x), q(x)= :
a # A
va(xa), x # Rd, xa # X a, Rd=X a Xa ,
with short-range regular interactions. We obtain, in particular, the following results.
(1) We give new formulas and proofs relating high energy asymptotics (in a
weak sense) of the scattering operators S ;: (with the same cluster decomposition a
for : and ;) and the X-ray transform PI;: (defined on the set of all lines in Xa with
nonsingular directions) of the effective potentials I;:(xa), xa # Xa . These results
significantly clarify some of those given in the literature.
(2) We describe completely Ker P and give a method for reconstruction of I;:
(mod Ker P) from PI;: .
(3) We prove pointwise high energy asymptotics for the two-cluster-two-
cluster scattering amplitudes f;: with the Fourier transform I ;: in the leading term
(for the case when the cluster decomposition for : and ; is the same).
(4) We give several additional results for the case (of perturbed stratified
medium) when q(x)=va(xa)+vb(xb), xa=x1 , xb=(x1 , ..., xd)=x and each vc(xc)
rapidly decreases as |xc|  , c=a, b.
Our results (including proofs) in some cases significantly simplify methods of
high energy inverse scattering for the N-body Schro dinger operator given earlier by
Wang and by Enss and Weder.  1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
The studies of the inverse scattering problem for the N-body Schro dinger
equation, which use results of the modern direct scattering theory for this
equation, were started in [W2] (and subsequent works [W4, W5]),
[EW2] (and subsequent works [EW3, EW4]), [N1] (and subsequent
work [N2]), [V].
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Let us present some results of these works and the results of the present
paper. For definitions of objects, in which terms these results will be
formulated, see Sections 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 (and also [EW3]).
Consider the generalized N-body Schro dinger operator
H=&2+q(x), q(x)= :
a # A
va(xa), x # Rd (0.1)
(see Section 1). The operator H is a generalization of the Schro dinger
operator related with an N-body quantum mechanical system in Rn with
pair interactions.
For the operator H with regular short-range interactions (i.e., for example,
under conditions (1.1)) consider the following objects: S oo , S aoo , Pq, S ;: ,
PI;: , where S oo (S aoo , resp.) is the free channelfree channel scattering
operator for H (for the sub-Hamiltonian Ha, resp.) (see Sections 1, 2), Pq
is the X-ray transform of q defined on the set of all lines in Rd with direc-
tions in which q(x) decreases (see Section 4), S ;: is the scattering operator
from an initial channel : to a final channel ; for H (see Section 2), I;: , :=
(a, E: , :), ;=(a, E; , ;), is the effective potential, PI;: is the X-ray
transform of I;: defined on the set of all lines in Xa with directions in which
I;:(xa) decreases (see Section 6).
For the operator H with regular short-range interactions in [W2] it is
shown, in particular, that (1) S oo at high energies uniquely determines S aoo
for all positive energies for each a # A"amax , (2) S oo at high energies
uniquely determines Pq. Using both these results it is shown in [W2], that
S oo at high energies uniquely determines q under condition that there are
no ‘‘two-body’’ subspaces Xa with dim Xa=1.
For the case of an N-body quantum mechanical system in Rn, n2, with
short-range pair interactions in [EW2, EW3] the following results are
given, in particular: (1) a method (different from [W2]) for reconstruction
of each pair interaction from S oo at high energies (with an indication in
which way this method can be generalized for reconstruction of multi-
particle interactions, when the latter are present, from S oo at high energies),
(2) a method for reconstruction of the effective interaction between two
clusters (1) and (2, ..., N ),under condition that before and after scattering
the particles from the second cluster are in the same bound state, from
corresponding S :: at high energies.
In [EW2, EW3] these results are generalized also for the case of long-
range interactions: under conditions that a long-range part of interactions
is known a method for reconstruction of the short-range part of interac-
tions from the corresponding Dollard scattering operator is given.
More recently in [W4, W5] a generalization of the aforementioned
results from [W2] is given for the case of M-cluster scattering and
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in [EW4] a generalization of the corresponding results from [EW2, EW3]
is given for the case of 2-cluster scattering (for general two clusters). In
[W4, W5, EW3] it is assumed that the cluster decomposition is the same
before and after scattering and, in addition, in [EW4] it is assumed that
the particles from each cluster are in the same bound state before and after
scattering.
For the operator H with regular short-range interactions in [N1] it was
shown that S oo given for all positive energies does not determine the poten-
tial q uniquely, in general, if there is a ‘‘two-body’’ subspace Xa with
dim Xa=1 (see Section 3). A corollary of this result is that the Born
Faddeev formula (3.3) does not admit, in general, a complete generaliza-
tion in a weak sense for the case when the potential does not decreases in
some directions.
On the other hand, it was formulated in [N1] as a conjecture that, at
least, under conditions of the work [F], S oo at a fixed energy Efix>0 for
the three particles Hamiltonian determines uniquely the two-particle scat-
tering operators on the interval of energies 0<EEfix . Recently, in [V]
independently of [N1] A. Vasy showed that for the scattering problem of
three particles in dimension n=2, 3, ..., when the interaction is reduced to
pair potentials from the Schwartz class, S oo at an energy Efix determines
uniquely the two-particle scattering operators on the interval of energies
0<EEfix .
The present paper corresponds essentially to [N2c] and it contains,
besides a short review of [N1], the following results.
For the operator H with regular short-range interactions (or, more
precisely, under conditions (1.1)) we give new formulas relating high
energy asymptotics (in a weak sense) of the scattering operators S ;: with
:=(a, E: , :), ;=(a, E; , ;), : # L2, =(X a), ; # L2, =(Xa), =>12, and
the X-ray transform PI;: of the effective potentials I;: (Theorems 4.1, 6.1).
Note that
I;:(xa)=|
X a \ :b 3 a vb(x
b)+ :(xa) ;(xa) dxa,
where Ioo(x)=q(x) and in the framework of multi-particle interpretation
I::(xa) is the mathematical expectation of the interaction potential between
clusters corresponding to a in bound states corresponding to : and with
relative displacement of centres of mass corresponding to xa . In Appendix B
we prove a lemma (Lemma 6.1) about properties of I;:(xa).
We emphasize the simplicity of our proofs of Theorems 4.1, 6.1. (In par-
ticular, we significantly simplify proofs of related intermediate results given
in [W2, W3].) Theorems 4.1, 6.1 follow essentially from the standard
formal formulas (2.7), (2.8) for the Schwartz kernels of the scattering
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operators, the Jensen’s estimate (2.14) for the resolvent, simple stationary
phase estimates and translation properties of T;: -matrices. In addition, we
have found a proper sense of the formal formulas (2.7), (2.8). Theorem 4.1
(with less precise estimates for the remainder) was given first in [N2a].
Theorem 6.1 (with less precise estimates for the remainder) was given first
in [N2c].
As far as PI;: is reconstructed, we come to the problem of reconstruction
of I;: from PI;: . In general, for solution of this problem one can not apply
immediately well known methods for inversion of X-ray transform, since
I;:(xa) has the structure of multiparticle potential and is not decreasing as
|xa |  , in general. The problem of reconstruction of I;: from PI;: was
solved for the first time in our preprints [N2a,b]. For the case when >a>2
(i.e. a has no the two-cluster property) the solution of this problem permits
to simplify drastically the methods of [W2, EW3, W5] for reconstruction
of I;: from S ;: at high energies.
The problem of reconstruction of I;: from PI;: for general :, ;, in ques-
tion, is similar to such a problem for the case ;=:=0. Therefore without
loss of generality we consider this problem for the latter case only. In this
case Ioo=q. For the case when dim Xa2 for a # A"amin we show that:
one can find a great circle S1/Sd&1 such that q(x) decreases in each direc-
tion from S1 (Lemma 5.2); Pq restricted to the set of all lines in Rd with
directions from S1 uniquely determines q in a very simple way (Theorem
5.1). In the general case we show that: /1=[Xa | a # A, dim Xa=1]
uniquely determines Q1=Ker P; /1 , a great circle S 1 from (5.5) and Pq
restricted to the set of all lines in Rd with directions from S1 uniquely
determine q (mod Q1) in a rather simple way (Theorem 5.2).
Remark. Taking into account [N3] we can say that the problem of
reconstruction of q from Pq, where q is a multi-particle potential, arise also
in inverse scattering for the N-body Newton equation.
Further we consider the scattering operators S ;: for the case when : and
; have the two-cluster property (see Definition 7.1). For this case, under
conditions (1.1) with 1+\>(da+1)2, da=dim Xa , for :=(a, E: , :),
;=(a, E; , ;) with : , ; # L2, =(Xa), =>12 (>a=2), we prove the
formula
f;:(k a , l a , E)&I ;:(- E&E: l a&- E&E; k a)=O(E &12), (0.2)
as E  +, uniformly in k a , l a # Sa , where f;: is the scattering amplitude,
I ;:( pa) is the Fourier transform of I;:(xa), Sa is the unit sphere in Xa (see
Theorem 7.1). In addition, (due to Lemma 6.1 and Definition 7.1) I;:=I;: ,
I;: # C2(Xa), | jxa I;:(xa)|=O( |xa |
&_) with _=min[1+\, 2=] as |xa |  ,
| j |2. If, in addition, 2=>da 2, then, in particular, I;: # L2(Xa). If, in
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addition, 1+\>da , 2=>da , then, in particular, I;: # L1(Xa). For da2
and, at least, for I;: # L2(Xa), the formula (0.2) gives a method for
reconstruction of I ;: from f;: at high energies.
The asymptotics formula (0.2) is not unexpected from physical point of
view, however, to our knowledge it is a new mathematical result. The well
known Born formula (3.3) (proved in [F1]) is its particular case. Under
conditions (given above) when (0.2) is valid, the fact that the formula (0.2)
is valid pointwise is its principal advantage in comparison with asymptotics
formulas for f;: (given in [EW3, EW4, W5] and in Theorem 6.1 of the
present paper) which are valid in a weak sense. We give also a formula for
high energy pointwise asymptotics of two-cluster-two-cluster scattering
amplitudes f;: with :=(a, E: , :), ;=(b, E; , ;), b{a (see Theorem 7.1).
Note that Theorem 7.1 follows directly from the standard formulas (2.7),
(2.8) for the Schwartz kernels of the scattering operators, Jensen’s estimate
(2.14) for the resolvent and Definition 7.1. Theorem 7.1 (for the case of
N-particle system in R$) was given first in [N2c].
The generalized N-body Schro dinger equation arises not only in the
context of multiparticle problems. In Section 8 as an interesting example
we consider the equation
(&2x+va(xa)+vb(xb)) =E, x # Rd, (0.3)
where d=2, 3, xa=x1 , xb=x1 , ..., xd and vj (x j ) are regular functions
rapidly decreasing as |x j |  +, j=a, b. We interpret  in (0.3) as a wave
function of one particle in Rd in the exterior field va(x1)+vb(x1 , ..., xd).
Besides, at fixed E we can consider (0.3) as the acoustic equation at fixed
frequency. We consider +0 (x, k) as a function which describes scattering of
incoming ‘‘body wave’’ and +: (x, ka), :=(a, E: , :), as a function which
describes scattering of incoming ‘‘surface wave’’.
Note that in geophysical problems as a good approximation often one
can consider the assumption that the surface of the earth is plane and each
of parameters of the earth admits the representation in the form of a sum
of two functions the first of which depends only on depth and the second
rapidly decreases in all directions (see, for example, [AR], volume 2,
chapter 13). So, the inverse problem for the acoustic equation with param-
eters of the medium of the same form as the potential in the equation (0.3)
is of significant interest, for example, in connection with geophysical
applications.
For the case of the equation (0.3) we obtain, in particular, the following
additional results (Propositions 8.2, 8.3, Theorem 8.1). For each pair :, ;,
we express the kernel of S ;: as of an integral operator in terms of coef-
ficients from asymptotics of the wave function +: (x, ka:) as |x|  . We
show that S oo at a fixed energy Efix determines uniquely the scattering
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operator Sa on the energy interval ]0, Efix]. We give a formula for deter-
mination of the Fourier transform of vb(x) from S oo at high energies.
(Proposition 8.1 (without item 2), Proposition 8.2, Theorem 8.1 (without
formula (8.10b)) were given already in [N2a].)
The author thanks the referee for suggestions that have helped to
improve the presentation of results of the paper.
1. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Let X=Rd (with the scalar product xy=dj=1 xj y j). Let A be a finite
set. For each a # A, we consider: a decomposition of X into a direct
orthogonal sum X=Xa Xa ; the orthogonal projectors ?a and ?a in X
such that Xa=?a(X ), Xa=?a(X ).
We suppose that the set [Xa, a # A] satisfies the following axioms: 1. By
definition ab iff XaXb; 2. There are elements amax and amin in A such
that Xamax=X and Xamin=[0]; 3. For any a, b # A, the union a _ b is
defined in A with the property that Xa _ b=Xa+Xb.
The coordinates on X, Xa, Xa we denote through x, xa=?ax, xa=?a x,
respectively. The Laplacian in coordinates x, xa, xa we denote through 2,
2a, 2a , respectively.
We consider: the generalized N-body Schro dinger operator H=&2+
a # AVa in H=L2(X ), where Va is the multiplication operator by a
function va(xa); Ha=&2+baVb in H; H a=&2a+baVb in Ha=
L2(X a). We suppose that 2amin=0, H amin=0.
We suppose that, for each a # A,
va(xa)=va(xa), va # C2(Xa),
| jxa va(x
a)|=O( |xa|&(1+\+| j | )) as |xa|   for | j |2 and some \>0
(1.1)
(here j is the multiindex: j # (N _ 0)d a, | j |=dan=1 jn , d
a=dim Xa). A
scattering channel : stands for a collection of data: :=(a, E: , :), where
E: is an eigenvalue of Ha and : is an associated normalized eigenfunction:
Ha:=E:: , &: &=1. For a=amin there is the only free scattering chan-
nel: :=(amin , 0, 1). The free scattering channel we denote by :=0.
The channel identification operator J: is defined by the formulas:
J: : L2(Xa)  L2(X ), (J: f )(x)=:(xa) f (xa).
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We use the notations:
q(x)=a # A va(xa), qa(x)=ba vb(xb), qa(x)=q(x)&qa(x);
(=a # A _p(H a), _p(Ha) is the point spectrum of Ha;
K=X*, Ka=(X a)*, Ka=(Xa)*.
We identify K, Ka, Ka , with X, Xa, Xa , respectively. The coordinates on
K, Ka, Ka , we denote as k, ka, ka .
By F, Fa, Fa we denote the Fourier transforms:
(Ff )(k)=\ 12?+
d2
|
X
e&ikxf (x) dx,
(F af )(ka)=\ 12?+
da2
|
Xa
e&ikaxaf (xa) dxa,
(Fa f )(ka)=\ 12?+
da2
|
Xa
e&ikaxaf (xa) dxa ,
where d a=dim Xa, da=dim Xa .
Using [Sk], [MF] one can recover the initial concrete definitions of A,
Xa, Xa , xa, xa , Ka, Ka , ka, ka , a # A, for an N-particle system in R$.
2. SOME FACTS OF THE DIRECT SCATTERING THEORY
For any scattering channel : there exist the limits (see [Y1])
W\: =s& lim
t  
eiHte&iHatJ: , (2.1)
which are called the waves operators.
The operator
S;:=(W &; )* W
+
: (2.2)
is called the scattering operator from an initial channel :=(a, E: , :) to a
final channel ;=(b, E; , ;).
Consider
W \: : L
2(Ka)  L2(X ), W \: =W
\
: F a* (2.3)
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(i.e., W \: in mixed representation) as integral operators with kernels
(2?)&da2 \: (x, ka). The functions 
\
: (x, ka) satisfy the Schro dinger equa-
tion (see [MF])
(&2+q(x)) \: (x, ka)=(k
2
a+E:) 
\
: (x, ka) (2.4)
(+0 (x, k) describes the scattering of the incident plane wave e
ikx by the
potential q(x)).
Consider
S ;: : L2(Ka)  L2(Kb), S ;:=FbS;: F a* (2.5)
(i.e., S;: in impulse representation) as an integral operator with a kernel
S;:(kb , la).
The following formulas hold (see [MF]):
\: (x, ka)=lim
= a 0
i= |
X
R(x, y, k2a+E:\i=) :( y
a) eika ya dy, (2.6a)
\: (x, ka)=:(x
a) eikaxa
&|
X
R(x, y, k2a+E:\i0) qa( y) :( y
a) eika ya dy, (2.6b)
S;:(kb , la)=$:; $(kb&la)&2?i$(E;(kb)
&E:(la)) T;:(kb , la , E:(la)+i0), (2.7)
where $:;=1 for :=;, $:;=0 for :{;
E;(kb)=k2b+E; ,E:(la)=l
2
a+E: ,
T;:(kb , la , E)=(2?)&(da+db)2
_|
X
;(xb) e&ikbxbqa(x) :(xa) eilaxa dx&(2?)&(da+db)2
_|
X
|
X
;(xb) e&ikbxbqb(x) R(x, y, E)
_qa( y) :( ya) e ila ya dy dx, (2.8)
R(E)=Ra(E)&R(E) QaRa(E),
(2.9)
R(E)=Ra(E)&Ra(E) QaR(E),
where R(x, y, E) is the kernel of the resolvent R(E)=(H&E)&1 as of an
integral operator, T00(k, l, E)=T(k, l, E) is T-matrix of the operator H
(we will omit the indices 00 with T00), Ra(E)=(Ha&E)&1, Qa is the multi-
plication operator by qa(x).
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We have the following symmetries:
R(x, y, E )=R( y, x, E), (2.10a)
R( y, x, E)=R(x, y, E), (2.10b)
&: (x, k)=
+
: (x, &k) for :(x
a)=:(xa), (2.11)
T(&l, &k, E)=T(k, l, E), (2.12)1
|
X
;(xb) e&ikbxbqa(x) :(xa) eilaxadx
=|
X
;(xb)e&ikbxbqb(x) :(xa) eilaxa dx for k2b+E;=l
2
a+E: ,
(2.12)2
T;:(kb , la , E)=T:;(&la , &kb , E) (2.12)3
for k2b+E;=l
2
a+E: , :(x
a)=:(xa), ;(xb)=;(xb).
The following estimates hold (see [PSS, J, W1]):
(x) &s R(E+i0)(x) &s for s>12 is a continuous function
of E # R"(= for =>0 with values in the space of bounded
operators in L2(X ), (2.13)
&(x) &s R(E+i0)(x) &s&=O(E&12) for s>12 (2.14)
as E  +, where <x> denotes the multiplication operator by the
function (1+|x| ), (= denotes =-neighbourhood in R of the set (, &A&
denotes the norm of an operator A in L2(X ). The estimate (2.13) was proved
essentially in [PSS]. The estimate (2.14) was proved in [J]. Note that
according to [FH], (/]&, 0].
Remark. In the literature, even under conditions vc # S(X c, R) (the
space of real-valued functions of the Schwartz class on X c) \c # A,
: # S(X a, R), ; # S(Xb, R) for fixed :, ;, the formulas (2.7), (2.8) for
S;:(kb , la) are considered as formal, in general. However, under conditions
(1.1), (6.1) for fixed :, ;, using (2.13) and stationary phase estimates we
show that the expressions (4.5), (6.10) (being a weak version of (2.7), (2.8))
are correctly defined (for - E&E:>0, - E&E;>0, E  (=). This gives a
proper sense to the formulas (2.7), (2.8) and permits to use them for deter-
mination of the scattering operators. The formulas (2.7), (2.8), stationary
phase estimates and Jensen’s estimate (2.14) permit to study high energy
asymptotics of the scattering operators.
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Let
q(x)=q(1)(x)+q(2)(x), (2.15)
where q(x), q(1)(x), q(2)(x) have the properties (1.1).
Let \0 (x, k), R
\(x, y, E), T(k, l, E) and so on correspond to the poten-
tial q(x) and \0( j)(x, k), R
\
( j)(x, y, E), T( j)(k, l, E) and so on correspond to
the potential q( j)(x), j=1, 2.
The following formulas hold:
R(E)=R(1)(E)&R(1)(E) Q(2) R(E). (2.16)
\0 (x, k)=
\
0(1)(x, k)&|
X
R(1)(x, y, E\i0) q(2)( y) \0 ( y, k) dy,
k2=E # R+ . (2.17)
Note that (2.17) follows from (2.6a) and (2.16).
Proposition 2.1. The following formula holds:
T(l, k, k2+i0)=T(1)(l, k, k2+i0)
+\ 12?+
d
|
X
+0(1)(x, &l) q(2)(x) 
+
0 (x, k) dx for l
2=k2.
(2.18)
For q(1)(x)#0 the formula (2.18) takes the form (A.1) and is given, for
example, in [MF]. For the general case, under condition that q(x), q(1)(x)
and q(2)(x) are rapidly decreasing functions as |x|  +, as far as we
know, the formula (2.18) is given for the first time in [St].
The deduction of the formula (2.18) is given in Appendix A.
3. AN EXAMPLE OF THE INVERSE SCATTERING THEORY
We fix a # A such that dim Xa1. Let vb(xb)#0 for b{a and va(xa) is
a real-valued function from the Schwartz class on Xa.
For the Hamiltonian H a the scattering operator in impulse representa-
tion S a maps L2(Ka) into L2(Ka) and is an integral operator with the
kernel
Sa(ka, la)=$(ka&la)&2?i$((ka)2&(la)2) Ta(ka, la, (la)2+i0), (3.1)
where T a(ka, l a, E) is the T-matrix and f a+(ka, l a)=T a(ka, l a, (l a)2+i0),
(ka)2=(l a)2, is the scattering amplitude for the Hamiltonian Ha. For the
Hamiltonian H the scattering operator S oo has the form S oo=S aIa ,
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where Ia is the identity operator in L2(Ka), and is an integral operator with
the kernel
Soo(k, l )=$(k&l )&2?i $(k2&l 2) T a(ka, l a, (l a)2+i0) $(ka&la). (3.2)
If _p(H a){<, then H has also other scattering operators, but these
operators are trivial: S ;:=0 for :{;, S ::=Ia for :{0.
Observation 3.1. The operator S a determines uniquely the operator S oo .
In addition, the operator S a given on the interval of energies 0<EEfix ,
i.e., the function T a(ka, l a, (l a)2+i0) given for 0<(ka)2=(l a)2Efix ,
determines uniquely the operator S oo on the same interval of energies.
Observation 3.2. The operator S oo given at fixed energy Efix>0, i.e., the
function T(k, l, l 2+i0) given for k2=l 2=Efix , determines uniquely the
operator S a on the interval of energies 0<EEfix .
Proposition 3.1. If dim Xa=1, then the scattering operator S oo given
for all positive energies does not determine uniquely the potential va(xa), in
general.
Proposition 3.1 follows from Observation 3.1 and known results on the
inverse scattering theory in dimension 1.
From Proposition 3.1 it follows that the Born formula
v^( p)= lim
|k|=|l |  , k&l= p
f +(l, k), where v^( p)=\ 12?+
n
|
Rn
eipxv(x) dx
(3.3)
(a rigorous deduction of the formula (3.3) was given for the first time by
L. D. Faddeev in [F1]) from the multidimensional inverse scattering
theory with rapidly decreasing potential v(x) does not admit a complete
generalization for the inverse problem S oo  q.
Proceeding from results of [F2] and Observation 3.2 we came to the
conjecture that, at least, under conditions of the work [F2] the scattering
operator S oo at fixed energy Efix>0 for the three-particle Hamiltonian
determines uniquely the two-particle scattering operators on the interval of
energies 0<EEfix .
Observations 3.1, 3.2, Proposition 3.1 and this conjecture were presented
by the author in the report [N1].
However, we have carried out a detailed proof of a similar conjecture for
the case considered in the section 8. (see item 2 of theorem 8.1).
Recently, in [V] independently of [N1] A. Vasy showed that for the
scattering problem of three particles in dimension n=2, 3, ..., when the
interaction is reduced to pair potentials from the Schwartz class, the
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scattering operator S oo at energy Efix determines uniquely the two-particle
scattering operators on the interval of energies 0<EEfix .
4. HIGH ENERGY ASYMPTOTICS FOR S 00
Let K =K"b{amin Kb , 70=K & S
d&1, where S d&1 is the unit sphere
in K. For u1 , u2 # C 0 (70) (the space of infinitely smooth functions on
Sd&1 with compact support in 70) consider the forms (T(E) u1 , u2),
(Q (E) u1 , u2), [qu1 , u2]:
(T(E) u1 , u2)=&
1
2?i
((S oo&id ) u1 , u2), (4.1a)
(T(E) u1 , u2)=
(- E)d&2
2 |S d&1 |S d&1 T(- E %2 , - E %1 , E+i0)
_u1(%1) u2(%2) _(d%1) _(d%2), (4.1b)
(Q (E) u1 , u2)=
(- E)d&2
2 |S d&1 |Sd&1 q^(- E (%1&%2))
_u1(%1) u2(%2) _(d%1) _(d%2), (4.2)
where S oo(E) is the operator S oo restricted to a fixed energy level E, id is
the identity operator, ( f, g)=S d&1 f (%) g(%) _(d%), - E>0, _(d } ) is the
standard element of the volume on S d&1, q^( p)=(2?)&d X e
ipxq(x) dx;
[qu1 , u2]=|
X
q(x)
|x| d&1 \u1 \
x
|x|+ u2 \
x
|x|++u1 \&
x
|x|+ u2 \&
x
|x|++ dx.
(4.3)
The forms (T(E) u1 , u2), (Q (E) u1 , u2), [qu1 , u2] defined by (4.1a), (4.2),
(4.3) were considered in [W2]. The form (T(E) u1 , u2) defined by (4.1a)
was considered also in [Y2].
Under conditions (1.1), for u1 , u2 # C 0 (70), the following formulas hold:
(Q (E) u1 , u2)=
(- E)d&2
2(2?)d |X (Iu2)(- E x) q(x)(Iu1)(- E x) dx, (4.4)
(T(E) u1 , u2)=(Q (E) u1 , u2)&
(- E)d&2
2(2?)d |X |X (Iu2)(- E x) q(x)
_R(x, y, E) q( y)(Iu1)(- E y) dy dx, (4.5)
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where
(Iu)(- E x)=|
Sd&1
e i - E %xu(%) _(d%). (4.6)
The formula (4.4) was given in [W2]. Similarly to [W2] we deal with
(4.4) using stationary phase asymptotics for Iu. In particular, the fact that
the right-hand side of (4.4) is correctly defined for E>0 follows from the
estimates (C.8) with s=0 and (C.4) (given in Appendix C).
We obtain (4.5) by substituting (2.8), :=;=0, in (4.1b) and integrating
firstly with respect to %1 , %2 . We deal with (4.5) using the resolvent
estimates (2.13), (2.14) and stationary phase asymptotics for Iu. (Similar
analysis for the case of more complicated representation for (T(E) u1 , u2)
instead of (4.5) and using more complicated resolvent estimates instead of
(2.13), (2.14) was carried out in [W2].) In particular, the fact that the
right-hand side of (4.5) is correctly defined for E # R+"(= follows from the
estimates (C.8) with s=0, (C.4) for the first term and from the resolvent
estimate (2.13) with s # ]12, (1+\)2] and the estimate (C.9a) (given in
Appendix C) for the second term. Using this fact one can give a proper
proof of (4.5). We will not do it in the present paper.
We think that the representation (4.5) justified by the resolvent estimates
(2.13), (2.14) and stationary phase estimates for Iu is very useful. Therefore
we formulate the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Under conditions (1.1), for u1 , u2#C 0 (70), for
E#R+"(=, the representation (4.5) holds. The right-hand side of (4.5) is
correctly defined due to (C.8) with s=0, (C.4), (C.9a), (2.13) with
s # ]12, (1+\)2].
To our knowledge the representation (4.5) was considered for the first
time in our preprints [N2a, b] (or, at least, it had not been discussed
beforehand that the right-hand side of (4.5) is well-defined). The represen-
tation (4.5) is significantly simpler than related representations for
(T(E) u1 , u2) given in [Y2, W2].
Now we are ready to discuss high energy asymptotics for S 00 .
Under conditions (1.1), for u1 , u2 # C 0 (70), the following Wang formulas
[W2] hold:
(T(E) u1 , u2)=(Q (E) u1 , u2)+O(E&1) as E  +, (4.7)
(Q (E) u1 , u2)=(4?E 12)&1 [qu1 , u2]+o(E&12) as E  +. (4.8)
The proof of (4.7) given in [W2] is rather complicated. We succeeded to
simplify significantly this proof. We have found that the formula (4.7)
follows directly from the representation (4.5), the stationary phase estimate
(C.9b) and Jensen’s estimate (2.14) with s # ]12, (1+\)2].
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Using the estimate (C.5) we modify the proof of (4.8) given in [W2] and
obtain the formula
(Q (E) u1 , u2)=(4?E12)&1 [qu1 , u2]+O(E&r)
for r # ]12, 1[ as E  + (4.9)
(under conditions (1.1), for u1 , u2 # C 0 (70)).
The formulas (4.7), (4.8) correspond to Theorem 5, Corollary 3 and
Remark 2 in [W2]. However, Theorem 6 in [W2], which is a parameter
dependent version of (4.7), (4.8), contains a mistake in one of the signs
before the parameter x0 . As a consequence, the proof of Theorem 7 and,
in particular, the formula (4.11) in [W2] are not valid. (We found that the
latter formula is not valid using a development of Proposition 3.1 of the
present paper.)
To find a correct parameter dependent version of (4.7), (4.9) we use the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let x0 # X and
Tx0(k, l, E)=e
ikx0T(k, l, E) e&ilx0, (4.10)
where T(k, l, E) is the T-matrix of the operator H=&2+q(x). Then
Tx0(k, l, E) is the T-matrix of the operator Hx0=&2+q(x+x0).
For the potential q(x) we define: the form (Tx0(E) u1 , u2) through for-
mula (4.1b), replacing T to Tx0 from (4.10); the form [qx0 u1 , u2] through
formula (4.3), replacing q(x) to qx0(x)=q(x+x0); the integrals
(P+ q)(x0 , %)=|

0
q(s%+x0) ds,
(4.11)
(Pq)(x0 , %)=(P+q)(x0 , %)+(P+ q)(x0 , &%)=|

&
q(s%+x0) ds,
where % # 70 .
From (4.7), (4.9) and Lemma 4.1 using aforementioned definitions we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Under conditions (1.1), for u1 , u2 # C 0 (70), x0 # X, the
following formulas are valid:
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4? - E(Tx0(E) u1 , u2)=[qx0 u1 , u2]+O(E
&$)
for $ # ]0, 12[ as E  +, (4.12)
[qx0u1 , u2]=|
Sd&1
(Pq)(x0 , %) u1(%)u2(%) _(d%). (4.13)
For the case of the generalized N-body Schro dinger operator with short-
range interactions Theorem 4.1 gives an analog of the Born formula (3.3).
Note that the formula (1.2) of [S] follows from (4.12).
As a corollary of Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following Wang result
[W2]: under conditions (1.1), the scattering operator S oo at high energies
determines uniquely (Pq)(x0 , %) for any x0 # X, % # 70 .
5. RECOVERY OF q FROM Pq
Consider the Grassmann manifold Gd, 2 the points of which are two-
dimensional planes Y in X=Rd, passing through the origin of coordinates.
Consider in X a subspace Xa , a # A. We will use the standard notation
codim Xa=dim X&dim Xa .
Consider in Gd, 2 the following subset
Ma=[Y | Y # Gd, 2 , dim(Y & Xa)1]. (5.1)
Lemma 5.1. (1) Let codim Xa2, then Ma has in Gd, 2 the measure 0.
(2) The set a # A, dim Xa2Ma has measure 0 in Gd, 2 .
Introduce the notation 70=(K"a # A, dim Ka2 Ka) & S d&1.
Note that 7070 .
In the following lemma we identify X, Xa, Xa with K, Ka, Ka , respec-
tively, and consider Y as a two-dimensional plane in K.
Lemma 5.2. (1) The set 70 determines uniquely Gd, 2"a # A, dim Ka2 Ma .
(2) For any Y # Gd, 2"a # A, dim K a2 Ma , the great circle S 1=Y & S d&1 is in
70 (S1/70).
Theorem 5.1. Let conditions (1.1) be fulfilled and dim Xa2 for
a # A"amin . Then the great circle S1 from Lemma 5.2 and (Pq)(x0 , %) on
X_S 1 determine uniquely q.
Note that, under condition dim X a2 for a # A"amin , the set 70 coin-
cides with 70 and S 1 from Lemma 5.2 is in 70 .
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The proof of Theorem 5.1. The way to find q(x$) in any point x$ # X
consists of the following. Let Y be the two-dimensional plane from Lemma
5.2 corresponding to the great circle S 1. Consider Y as a two-dimensional
plane in X.
Consider in X the two-dimensional plane Yx$=Y+x$ obtained from Y
by shift on x$.
The restriction q|Yx$ is a continuous function on Yx$ , decreasing as
O( |x&x$|&(1+\)) as Yx$ % x  .
The restriction (Pq)(x0 , %) to Yx$_S 1 is the classical Radon transform of
q|Yx$ and determines uniquely q| Yx$ and, in particular, q(x$).
Theorem 5.1 is proved.
Let
A1=[a | dim Xa=1], (5.2)
Q1={ f | f (x)= :j # A1 f j (x
j),
where fj (x j) satisfy (1.1), |
X j
f j (x j ) dx j=0= . (5.3)
Consider in Gd, 2 , for a # A1 , the following subsets
Ga, 2=[Y | Y # Gd, 2 , YXa]. (5.4)
Note that a # A1 Ga, 2 has measure 0 in Gd, 2 .
In the following formula (5.5) we identify X, Xa, Xa with K, Ka, Ka ,
respectively, and consider Y as a two-dimensional plane in K.
Consider a great circle
S1=Y & Sd&1 (we suppose that d2), (5.5)
where
Y # \Gd, 2> .a # A, dim Ka2 Ma+> .a # A1 Ga, 2 .
Note that S170 ; S 1 & Ka & Kb=< for a # A1 , b # A1 , a{b (as a _ b # A
and Ka & Kb=Ka _ b , codim Ka _ b=2); S 1"70=a # A1 (S
1 & Ka) consists
of 2>A1 points, where >A1 is the number of the elements in A1 , S 1 & 70
=S 1"a # A1 (S
1 & Ka).
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Theorem 5.2. Under conditions (1.1), the following is valid:
(1) (Pq)(x0 , %)#0 on X_70 iff q # Q1 .
(2) [Ka | a # A1], S 1 from (5.5), and (Pq)(x0 , %) on X_(S 1 & 70)
determine uniquely q (mod Q1).
The proof of Theorem 5.2.
(For the case d=1 the first part of Theorem 5.2 follows from definitions.
We suppose further that d2.)
The direct calculation shows that
(Pva)(x0 , %)=
1
|%a|
(Pva) \xa0 , %
a
|%a|+ on X_(Sd&1"Sa), (5.6)
where a # A"amin , %a=?a%, xa0=?
ax0 , Sa=Ka & S d&1.
From (5.6) it follows that
(Pq)(x0 , %)= :
a # A"amin
1
|%a|
(Pva) \xa0 , %
a
|%a|+ on X_70 . (5.7)
From (5.7) it follows that
(Pq)(x0 , %)#0 on X_70 if q # Q1 . (5.8)
Note that (5.8) was observed already in [W2].
Let %a # S1 & Ka , & # S 1, &%a=0, %({)=%a cos {+& sin {, where a # A1 .
From (5.7) it follows that
(Pq)(x0 , %({))=
1
|?a&| |sin {| |X a va(x
a) dxa+O(1)
as {  \0 for a # A1 . (5.9)
Note that (Pva)(xa0 , %
a|%a| )=X a va(xa) dxa for a # A1 , (x0 , %) # X_70 .
From (5.9),(5.7) it follows that the collection indicated in the part 2 of
Theorem 5.2 determines uniquely
Ia=|
X a
va(xa) dxa for a # A1 ,
\P :a # A1 va+ (x0 , %) on X_70 ,
F(x0 , %)=\P :a # A"A1 va+ (x0 , %) on X_(S
1 & 70).
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Under conditions (1.1), the function F(x0 , %) is continuous on X_S1 and
F(x0 , %) on X_(S1 & 70) determines uniquely F(x0 , %) on X_S1.
Repeating now the proof of Theorem 5.1 we can show that S 1 and
F(x0 , %) on X_S1 determine uniquely a # A"A1 va(x
a) on X.
Thus, the collection indicated in the part 2 of Theorem 5.2 determines
uniquely Ia for a # A1 and a # A"A1 va(x
a) on X.
Theorem 5.2 follows from this statement and (5.8).
6. HIGH ENERGY ASYMPTOTICS FOR S ;: WITH
:=(A, E: , :), ;=(A, E; , ;)
Let K a = Ka"b 3 a Kb , S
a = K a & S d&1, Sa = Ka & S d&1, 7a =
K a & Sd&1.
Let L2, s(Xa)=[ | (xa) s  # L2(Xa)]. Let :=(a, E: , :), ;=(a, E; , ;).
Under conditions (1.1) and under conditions
: # L2, =:(Xa), ; # L2, =;(Xa) with =:>12, =;>12, (6.1)
for u1 , u2 # C 0 (7a) consider the forms (T;:(E) u1 , u2), (I ;:(E) u1 , u2),
[I;: u1 , u2]:
(T;:(E) u1 , u2)
=&
1
2?i
((S ;:&$:; id ) u1 , u2), (6.2a)
(T;:(E) u1 , u2)
=c;:(E) |
Sa
|
Sa
T;:(- E&E; %2 , - E&E: %1 , E+i0)
_u1(%1) u2(%2) _(d%1) _(d%2), (6.2b)
(I ;:(E) u1 , u2)
=c;:(E) |
Sa
|
Sa
I ;:(- E&E: %1&- E&E; %2)
_u1(%1) u2(%2) _(d%1) _(d%2), (6.3)
where S ;:(E) is the operator S ;: restricted to a fixed energy level E, id is
the identity operator, ( f, g)=Sa f (%) g(%) _(d%), - E&E:>0, - E&E;
>0, E  ( =, _(d } ) is the standard element of volume on Sa ,
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c;:(E)=
1
2
(- E&E:) (da&2)2 (- E&E;) (da&2)2, (6.4)
I;:(xa)=|
Xa
qa(x) :(xa) ;(xa) dxa,
(6.5)
I ;:( pa)=(2?)&da |
Xa
eipaxaI;:(xa) dxa ;
[I;:u1 , u2]=|
Xa
I;:(xa)
|xa |da&1
_\u1 \ xa|xa |+ u2 \
xa
|xa |++u1 \&
xa
|xa |+ u2 \&
xa
|xa |++ dxa .
(6.6)
Under somewhat different conditions, the forms (T;:(E) u1 , u2),
(I ;:(E) u1 , u2), [I;: u1 , u2] defined by (6.2a), (6.3), (6.6) were considered in
[W3]; the form (T;:(E) u1 , u2) defined by (6.2a) was considered also in
[Y2].
Introduce the notations
(Xa)b=Xa & Xb , (Xa)b=Xa(Xa & Xb),
(Xa)b=Xa & Xb , (Xa)b=Xa(Xa & Xb)
(thus Xa=(Xa)b (Xa)b, X a=(Xa)b (Xa)b).
The coordinates on (Xa)b , (Xa)b, (Xa)b , (Xa)b we denote through (xa)b ,
(xa)b, (xa)b , (xa)b, respectively.
Note that
I;:(xa)= :
b 3 a
v;:, b((xa)b), where
v;:, b((xa)b)=|
Xa
vb(?b((xa)b)+?b(xa)) :(xa) ;(xa) dxa. (6.7)
Lemma 6.1. Under conditions (1.1) and under condition
(xa) = :(xa) ;(xa) # L1(Xa) for some =>1+\ (6.8)
(\ is the same as in (1.1)), v;:, b((xa)b) satisfies the following conditions
v;:, b=v;:, b , v;:, b # C2((Xa)b),
| j(xa)bv;:, b((xa)
b)|=O( |(xa)b| &(1+\)) as |(xa)b|   for | j |2.
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The proof of Lemma 6.1 is given in Appendix B.
It follows from Lemma 6.1 that for u1 , u2 # C 0 (7a) the form (6.6) is
correctly defined.
Under conditions (1.1), (6.1), for u1 , u2 # C 0 (7a), the following formulas
hold:
(I ;:(E) u1 , u2)=
c;:(E)
(2?)da |X (Iu2)(- E&E; xa) ;(x
a)
_qa(x)(Iu1)(- E&E: xa) :(xa) dx, (6.9)
(T;:(E) u1 , u2)=(I ;:(E) u1 , u2)
&
c;:(E)
(2?)da |X |X (Iu2)(- E&E; xa) ;(x
a) qa(x)
_R(x, y, E) qa( y)(Iu1)(- E&E: ya) :( ya) dy dx,
(6.10)
where
(Iu)(- * xa)=|
Sa
ei - * %xau(%) _(d%). (6.11)
The formula (6.9) was used in [W3]. Similarly to [W3] we deal with (6.9)
using stationary phase asymptotics for Iu. In particular, the fact that the
right-hand side of (6.9) is correctly defined for E>max[E: , E;] follows
from the estimates (C.11) with s>12, (C.14) (given in Appendix C) and
; # L2(X a).
We obtain (6.10) by substituting (2.8) in (6.2b) and integrating firstly
with respect to %1 , %2 . We deal with (6.10) using the resolvent estimates
(2.13), (2.14) and stationary phase asymptotics for Iu. (Similar analysis for
the case of more complicated representation for (T;:(E) u1 , u2) instead of
(6.10) and using more complicated resolvent estimates instead of (2.13),
(2.14) was carried out in [W3].) In particular, the fact that the right-hand
side of (6.10) is correctly defined for E>max[E: , E;], E  ( = follows from
the estimates (C.11) with s>12, (C.14) and ; # L2(Xa) for the first term
and from resolvent estimates (2.13) with s # ]12, min[(1+\)2, =: , =;]]
and the estimate (C.11) for the channels : and ; for the second term. Using
this fact one can give a proper proof of (6.10). We will not do it in the
present paper.
We think that the representation (6.10) justified by the resolvent
estimates (2.13), (2.14) and stationary phase estimates for Iu is very useful.
Therefore we formulate the following proposition.
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Proposition 6.1. Under conditions (1.1), (6.1), for u1 , u2 # C 0 (7a), for
E>max[E: , E;], E  ( = the representation (6.10) holds. The right-hand side
of (6.10) is correctly defined due to (C.14), (C.11) for the channels : and ;,
(2.13) with s # ]12, min[(1+\)2, =: , =;]].
To our knowledge the representation (6.10) was considered for the first
time in our preprint [N2c] (or, at least, it had not been discussed
beforehand that the right-hand side of (6.10) is well-defined). The represen-
tation (6.10) is significantly simpler than related representations for
(T;:(E) u1 , u2) given in [Y2, W3].
Now we are ready to discuss high energy asymptotics for S ;: .
Under the assumptions
va(xa)=va(xa),
(6.12)
| jxava(x
a)|Const(xa) &(1+\+| j | ), \xa # X a, \a # A,
for some \>0 and all j with | j |max[3, d2+1],
: # L2, =:(Xa), ; # L2, =;(Xa) with =:+=;1, (6.13)
the following formulas are given in [W3]: for u1 , u2 # C 0 (7a),
(T;:(E) u1 , u2)=(I ;:(E) u1 , u2)+O(E&12&’) as E  +, (6.14)
where ’=min[12, (\+=:)2, (\+=;)2, (=:+=;&1)2],
(I ;:(E) u1 , u2)=(4?E12)&1 [I;: u1 , u2]+O(E&12&$) as E  +
(6.15)
for some $>0.
The proof of (6.14) given in [W3] is rather complicated. We succeeded
to simplify significantly this proof. We have found that, under conditions
(1.1), (6.1), the formula (6.14) with ’=12 follows directly from the
representation (6.10), the stationary phase estimate (C.12) and Jensen’s
estimate (2.14) with s # ]12, min[(1+\)2, =: , =;]]. Similarly to (4.9)
(using Lemma 6.1) we obtain the formula (6.15) for any $ # ]0, 12[.
The inverse scattering problem is not considered, actually, in [W3]. To
study the inverse scattering problem we need a parameter dependent
version of (6.14), (6.15). To find such a version we use the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let x$ # X and
Tx$;:(kb , la , E)=e ikbx$bT;:(kb , la , E) e&ilax$a, (6.16)
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where T;:(kb , la , E) is the T;: -kernel (defined by (2.8)) for the operator
H=&2+q(x). Then Tx$;:(kb , la , E) is the T;:-kernel (with x$:=:(xa+
(x$)a), x$;=;(xb+(x$)b)) for the operator Hx$=&2+q(x+x$).
For the potential q(x) we define: the form (Tx$;:(E) u1 , u2) through
formula (6.2b), replacing T;: to Tx$;: from (6.16); the form [Ix$;:u1 , u2]
through formula (6.6), replacing I;:(xa) to Ix$;:(xa)=I;:(xa+x$a); the
integrals
(PI;:)(x$a , %)=|

&
I;:(s%+x$) ds, where % # 7a . (6.17)
Under conditions (1.1), (6.1), from the formulas (6.14) with ’=12, (6.15)
with $ # ]0, 12[ and Lemma 6.2 using aforementioned definitions we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Under conditions (1.1), (6.11), for u1 , u2 # C 0 (7a) the
following formulas hold:
4? - E (Tx$;:(E) u1 , u2)=[Ix$;: u1 , u2]+O(E &$)
for $ # ]0, 12[ as E  +, (6.18)
[Ix$;: u1 , u2]=|
Sa
(LI;:)(x$a , %) u1(%) u2(%) _(d%). (6.19)
For a=amin Theorem 6.1 turns into Theorem 4.1.
As a corollary of Theorem 6.1 we obtain the following result: under
conditions (1.1), (6.1), the scattering operator S ;: at high energies with
:=(a, E: , :), ;=(a, E; , ;) determines uniquely (PI;:)(xa , %) for any
xa # Xa , % # 7a . The result of this corollary, under conditions (6.12), (6.13),
was obtained in a different way by Wang in [W4, W5] (see Theorem 3.1
in [W5]).
7. HIGH ENERGY POINTWISE ASYMPTOTICS OF
TWO-CLUSTERTWO-CLUSTER SCATTERING AMPLITUDES
Definition 7.1. We say that a decomposition a has the 2-cluster
property iff
0<da , Xa & Xc=0 for c 3 a. (7.1)
In addition, we say that a channel :=(a, E: , :) has the 2-cluster property
iff a has the two-cluster property.
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For an N-particle system in R$ the initial definition of 2-cluster and
related definitions are given, for example, in [Sk] and it is well-known
(see [Sk]) that any 2-cluster has the 2-cluster property and, in particular,
da=$.
Consider scattering from a channel :=(a, E: , :) to a channel ;=
(b, E; , ;) assuming that
a and b have the 2-cluster property, (7.2)
vc satisfies (1.1) with 1+\>max[(da+1)2, (db+1)2] for each c # A,
(7.3)
: # L2, =:(Xa), ; # L2, =;(Xb) with =:>12, =;>12. (7.4)
Remark. For an N-particle system in R$ it is natural to assume from
physical point of view that vc#0 for each decomposition c containing, at
least, two subsystems |1 and |2 such that each of them contains, at least,
two particles.
Consider the kernel S;:(kb , la) (from (2.7)) of the operator S ;: . The
function f;:(kb , la)=T;:(kb , la , E+i0), where kb # Kb , la # Ka , k2b+E;=
l 2a+E:=E, is called the scattering amplitude from a channel : to a
channel ;. The function f;: can be written as f;:= f (k b , l a , E), k b=
kb |kb |, l a=la |la | , E=k2b+E;=l
2
a+E: . Let
4=;:=]max[E: , E;], +["(
=.
We shall show that, under conditions (7.2)(7.4),
f;:(k b , l a , E)&I ;:(k b , l a , E) # C(4 =;:_Sa_Sb), (7.5)
where
I ;:(k b , l a , E)=(2?)&(da+db)2 |
X
ei(laxa&kbxb);(xb) qa(x) :(xa) dx. (7.6)
In addition, for a=b,
I ;:(k b , l a , E)=I ;:(- E&E: l a&- E&E; k b), (7.7)
where I ;:( pa) is defined by (6.5).
Of course, (7.5) is a variation of some results from [Sk]. Then we shall
prove the following new theorem.
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Theorem 7.1. Under conditions (7.2)(7.4),
f;:(k b , l a , E)&I ;:(k b , l a , E)=O(E&12) (7.8)
as E  +, uniformly in k b , l a .
Remarks. (1) Let a=b and the conditions (7.2)(7.4) be valid. Then,
due to Lemmas 6.1 and Definition 7.1, we have I;:=I;: , I;: # C 2(Xa),
| jxa I;:(xa)|=O( |xa |
&_) with _=min[1+\, =:+=;] as |xa |  , | j |2.
If, in addition, =:+=;>da 2, then, in particular, I;: # L2(Xa). For da2
and, at least, for I;: # L2(Xa), the formulas (7.7), (7.8) give a method for
reconstruction of I ;:( pa), pa # Ka .
(2) Under condition (7.2), for a{b, the phase (laxa&kbxb) in (7.6)
has the following structure
laxa&kbxb=(la&kb)x, where la # Ka=Xa , kb # Kb=Xb , Xa & Xb=0;
|la&kb |Const(Xa , Xb)( |la |+ |kb | ), |la |=- E&E: , |kb |=- E&E; .
As a corollary, if the condition (7.2) is fulfilled, a{b and, for example,
; # S(Xb), : # S(Xa), vc(xc) # S(X c) for c 3 a (here S denotes the
Schwartz class), then
I ;:(k b , l a , E)=O(E &) as E  +, uniformly in k b , l a .
(3) For the case considered in Theorem 7.1, for a=b, the formula
(7.8) is a pointwise analog of (6.18). For the case considered in Theorem
7.1, for a{b, the formula (7.8) is a pointwise analog of some high energy
asymptotics in weak sence for S:; with a{b given in [W3].
(4) For an N-particle system in R$ for :=;=(a, E: , :), a=|1 |2 ,
E:=E1+E2 , :=1(x|1) 2(x|2), one interprets I::(xa) as the mathe-
matical expectation of the interaction potential between the subsystems |1
and |2 in the bound states 1 and 2 and the relative displacement of the
centres of mass corresponding to xa .
(5) Note that for multiparticle problems with spherically symmetric
pair interactions, I;:(xa) are not necessary spherically symmetric, since, in
particular, eigenfunctions of the Schro dinger operator with a spherically
symmetric potential are not necessary spherically symmetric.
(6) For two-clustertwo-cluster scattering for an N-particle system in
R$ the most accessible experimental information about scattering data is
| f;:(k b , l a , E)|. Therefore the formula (7.8) looks very practical for deter-
mination of |I ;:( pa)| for a=b from the experimental information about
scattering data at high energies. Under conditions (7.2)(7.4), the fact that
the formula (7.8) is valid pointwise and, as a corollary, can be used without
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phase information is its principal advantage in comparison with asymptotic
formulas for f;: (given in [EW3, EW4, W3, W5] and in Theorem 6.1 of
the present paper) which are valid in a weak sense and can not be used
directly for inverse scattering without phase information.
The proof of the formula (7.5) and Theorem 7.1.
Lemma 7.1. If
Xc & Xa=0, (7.9)
: # L2, s(Xa), s>12, |vc(xc)|A(1+|xc| )&(1+\), (7.10)
1+\>da 2+s,
then
vc(xc) :(xa) # L2, s(X ). (7.11)
The proof of Lemma 7.1. We will use the notations:
?c(Xa)=Y C, X cY C=YC ;
?C, ?C are the orthogonal projectors in X c such that YC=?C(X c), YC=
?C(X c); F: Xa  YC is the restriction of ?c to Xa .
Due to (7.9), F is invertible. The representation holds:
?cxa=Uxa+Wxa, where U=?C?c, W=?C?c.
The inequality holds:
|xc|= |?cxa+?cxa|=|?cxa+Uxa+Wxa||?cxa+Uxa|
= |F(xa+F&1Uxa)|(&F&1&)&1 |xa+F&1Uxa|
with (&F&1&)&1>0. (7.12)
Due to (7.10), (7.12) we have
|(x) s vc(xc) :(xa)|Const(s, A, \, (&F&1&)&1)( f1(xa, xa)+ f2(xa, xa)),
(7.13)
where
f1(xa, xa)=
(xa) s |:(xa)|
(1+|xa+F&1Uxa| )1+\
,
(7.14)
f2(xa, xa)=
(xa) s |:(xa)|
(1+|xa+F&1Uxa| )1+\
.
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We have
|
Xa
( f2(xa, xa))2 dxa=|xa|2s |:(xa)|2 |
Xa
dxa
(1+|xa | )2(1+\)
, (7.15)
|
Xa
( f1(xa, xa))2 dxa=|:(xa)|2 |
Xa
(xa&F&1Uxa) 2s dxa
(1+|xa | )2(1+\)
C(2s)(g1(xa, xa)+ g2(xa, xa)), (7.16)
where
g1(xa, xa)=&F&1U&2s |xa|2s |:(xa)|2 |
Xa
dxa
(1+|xa | )2(1+\)
,
(7.17)
g2(xa, xa)=|:(xa)|2 |
Xa
(xa)2s dxa
(1+|xa | )2(1+\)
.
Due to (7.10), (7.15)(7.17) we have
f2 # L2(X ), g1 , g2 # L1(X ), f1 # L2(X ). (7.18)
The formula (7.11) follows from (7.13), (7.18).
Lemma 7.1 is proved.
Under conditions (7.2)(7.4), from (2.8), the definition of qa(x) and
qb(x), Definition 7.1, Lemma 7.1 and the estimates (2.13), (2.14) with 12<
s<min[=: , =; , 1+\&$2], $=max[da , db], it follows that (7.5) and (7.8)
are valid.
The proof of (7.5) and Theorem 7.1 is completed.
8. THE INVERSE SCATTERING FOR THE EQUATION (8.1)
Consider in Rd, d2, the equation
(&2x+va(x1)+vb(x1 , ..., xd)) =E, (8.1)
which is a particular case of the N-body Schro dinger equation. We con-
sider that a=(1, 2)(3) } } } (d+1), b=(1, 2, ..., d+1), x1=xa, (x2 , ..., xd)
=xa , (x1 , ..., xd)=xb=x. We prefer, however, to interpret  in (8.1) as
a wave function of one particle in Rd in the exterior field va(x1)+
vb(x1 , ..., xd). Besides, at fixed positive E we can consider (8.1) as the
acoustic equation at fixed frequency.
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For simplicity we suppose that conditions (1.1) are fulfilled and, in
addition,
vc(xc)=O( |xc|&) as |xc|   for c=a, b. (8.2)
Consider a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of the operator
Ha: a\0 (x
a, ka), ka # R, aj (x
a), j=1, ..., M, where a\0 (x
a, ka) are defined
in Section 2 with H=Ha, aj (x
a) are eigenfunctions of the discrete spec-
trum: H aaj =Ej
a
j , Ej<Ej+1<0.
Consider the kernels Ra(xa, ya, E), Ra(x, y, E), R0(x, y, E), Ga(xa , ya , E)
of the resolvents Ra(E)=(H a&E)&1, Ra(E)=(Ha&E)&1, R0(E)=
(&2&E)&1, Ga(E)=(&2a&E)&1 as of integral operators. Let Ra+(xa, ya, E)
= Ra(xa, ya, E + i0), R\a (x, y, E) = Ra(x, y, E \ i0), R
+
0 (x, y, E) =
R0(x, y, E+i0), G+a (xa , ya , E)=Ga(xa , ya , E+i0), where E # R. Note
that, for E<E1 , \i0 can be omited in these definitions. Note that
Ra(x, y, E)=Ra(xa, ya, xa& ya , E).
Consider \a0(x, k)=
a\
0 (x
a, ka) ei(kaxa).
Proposition 8.1. (1) For fixed E>0, y, x^=x|x| , the following
asymptotics hold:
R+a (x, y, E)=R
+
0 (x, 0, E) 
+
a ( y, &- E x^)
+o|x|&(d&1)2), ?ax^{0, as |x|  ,
(8.3)1
R+a (x, y, E)= :
M
j=1
G+a (xa , 0, E&Ej) 
a
j (0) e
&i - E&Ej x^a ya aj ( y
a)
+o( |x|&(d&2)2), ?ax^=0, as |x|  ,
where - E>0, - E&Ej >0, x^a=xa |xa |.
(2) For fixed E # ]&, 0["Ml=1 El , the kernel R
+
a (x, y, E) has the
following properties:
|R+a (x, y, E)|Const.(va , E) e
&Im - E |xa& ya| for |xa& ya|1,
|R+a (x, y, E)& :
ElE
G+a (xa , ya , E&El) 
a
l (x
a) al ( y
a)| (8.3)
Const.(va , E) e&_ |xa& ya| for |xa& ya |1,
where _=Im - E>0 if E<El El=<, _=Im - E&El $ >0 with El $=
minE<El El if E<El El{<.
To prove Proposition 8.1 we use the formulas presented in Appendix D,
some results from [F3, DT] about properties of eigenfunctions and scattering
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data for the Schro dinger equation in dimension 1, some asymptotical
methods from [Fed].
For the case dim X=6, dim Xa=3 a result similar to Proposition 8.1 is
given, for example, in [MF], chapter IV, Section 1. (However, we think
that for a rigorous proof of Proposition 8.1 the reference to [MF] is not
sufficient yet and indications given in Appendix D are essential.)
Consider for the equation (8.1) the solutions \0 (x, k) (see the definition
in Section 2). As a particular case of (2.17) we obtain the following equa-
tion
\0 (x, k)=
\
a0(x, k)&|
Rd
R\a (x, y, E) vb( y) 
\
0 ( y, k) dy (8.4)
for k # Rd, k2=E>0. In the present section (for simplicity) we suppose
that (1.1) and (8.2) are valid. Under such conditions, the properties of the
equations (8.4), ka{0, in the general case are similar to the properties of
these equations for the case va#0 (in the latter case the properties of the
equations (8.4) are examined in detail). First of all we note that if +0 (x, k)
satisfies the equation (8.4) with the sign + and with the parameter k
(ka{0), then &0 (x, k)=
+
0 (x, k) satisfies the equation (8.4) with the sign
& and with the parameter &k. It follows from the following symmetries
&a0(x, k)=
+
a0(x, &k), R
&
a (x, y, E)=R
+
a (x, y, E).
Let
.+(x, k)=(1+|x| )&s +0 (x, k), s>d2. (8.5)
With respect to .+(x, k) the equation (8.4) with the sign + takes the form
.+(x, k)+(A+(E) .+( } , k))(x)=a+(x, k), (8.6)
where k2=E>0,
(A+(E) .+( } , k))(x)=|
Rd
A+(x, y, E) .+( y, k) dy,
A+(x, y, E)=(1+|x| )&s R+a (x, y, E) vb( y)(1+| y| )
s,
a+(x, k)=(1+|x| )&s +a0(x, k).
For fixed k # Rd, the function +a0(x, k) is bounded and, as a consequence,
a+(x, k) # L2(Rd). From (2.13) it follows that A+(E) is a bounded operator
in L2(Rd ).
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From the estimate (2.14) it follows that
&A+(E)&=O(E &12) as E  + (8.7)
and, as a consequence, for sufficiently large E the equation (8.6) is uniquely
solvable in L2(Rd) by the method of successive approximations.
Using Proposition 8.1 and the fact that
R+a (x, y, E)=O(ln |x& y| ) for d=2,
R+a (x, y, E)=O( |x& y|
d&2) for d3,
as y  x, we can show that A+(E) is a completely continuous operator in
L2(Rd ). (For d=2 and d=3 we can show that A+( } , } , E) # L2(Rd_Rd ).)
Further, we can consider the modified Fredholm determinant 2+(E)
(ln 2+(E)=Tr(ln(I+A+(E))&A+(E)) for d=2 and d=3)
for the operator I+A+(E) and show the following: (1) 2+(E){0 for
sufficiently large E # R+ , (2) 2+(E) admits the meromorphic extension
from the upper side of R+ to C"_(Ha).
As a consequence, we obtain that 2+(E){0 and the equation (8.6) is
uniquely solved for almost all E # R+ . Apparently, 2+(E){0 and the
equation (8.6) is uniquely solved for all E # R+ .
Proposition 8.2. Under assumptions (1.1), (8.2), for fixed k # Rd, k2=
E>0, ka{0, and fixed x^=x|x| the function +0 (x, k) has the following
asymptotics as |x|  +:
+0 (x, k)=
+
a0(x, k)&(2?)
d R+0 (x, 0, E) f
+(- E x^, k)
+o( |x|&(d&1)2), ?ax^{0,
(8.8)
+0 (x, k)=
+
a0(x, k)&(2?)
d&12 :
M
j=1
Ga(xa , 0, E&Ej)
_aj (0) f
+
j0 (- E&Ej x^a , k)+o( |x| &(d&2)2), ?ax^=0,
f +(l, k)=(2?)&d |
Rd
+a0( y, &l ) vb( y) 
+
0 ( y, k) dy,
(8.9)
f +j0(la , k)=(2?)
&d+12 |
Rd
e&ila yaaj ( y
a) vb( y) +0 ( y, k) dy.
We obtain Proposition 8.2 using the equation (8.4) with the sign + and
Proposition 8.1.
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Theorem 8.1. Under assumptions (1.1), (8.2), we have the following
results:
(1) The following formulas hold:
Soo(k, l )=$(k&l )&2?i $(k2&l 2)(T a(ka, l a, (l a)2+i0)
_$(ka&la)+ f +(k, l )), (8.10a)
S:0(ka , l )=&2?i $(k2a+Ej&l
2) f +j0 (ka , l ) for :=(a, Ej , 
a
j )
(8.10b)
(thus the coefficients from asymptotics of +0 (x, k), k
2=E, as |x|  +,
determine uniquely S oo and S :0 , :=(a, Ej , aj ), j=1, ..., M, at energy E);
(2) S oo at fixed energy Efix determines uniquely S a on the interval of
energies 0<EEfix ;
(3) The following formula holds:
v^b( p)= lim
s  
f + \s#&p2, s#+
p
2+ for fixed p # Rd, # # sd&1
such that #a{0, p#=0, (8.11)
where v^b( p)=(12?)d Rd e
ipxvb(x) dx.
The proof of Theorem 8.1.
The formula (8.10a) follows from (2.7), Proposition 2.1, (3.2) and (8.9).
The formula (8.10b) follows from (2.8), (2.6b), (2.12)2 .
We will prove now the second statement of Theorem 8.1.
Lemma 8.1. The function f +(k, l ) ( from (8.9)) is bounded for k # Rd,
l # Rd, k2=l 2=Efix>0.
The proof of Lemma 8.1. We will use the following formula
+0 (x, k)=
+
a0(x, k)&|
Rd
R+(x, y, E) vb( y) +a0( y, k) dy, k
2=E>0.
(8.12)
Note that (8.12) follows from (2.6a) and the following equation for the
resolvents
R(E)=Ra(E)&R(E) VbRa(E). (8.13)
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It is known from one-dimensional scattering theory that a+0 (x
a, ka) is
bounded for xa # R, ka # R, and, as a consequence,
+a0(x, k) is bounded for x # R
d, k # Rd. (8.14)
From (8.14), (8.13), (2.13), (1.1), (8.2) it follows that, for any _>0,
&(1+|x| )&(_+d2) +0 (x, k)&L2(Rd) is bounded for k
2=E>0. (8.15)
Lemma 8.1 follows from (8.9), (8.14), (8.15), (1.1), (8.2).
The second statement of Theorem 8.1 follows from (8.10a), (3.1) and
Lemma 8.1.
At last, the deduction of the formula (8.11) consists of the following.
From (8.14), (8.12), (2.14), (1.1), (8.2) it follows that, for s>12,
&(1+|x| )&s (+0 (x, k)&
+
a0(x, k))&L2(Rd )=O(E
&12) as E  +.
(8.16)
From (8.9), (8.16), (1.1), (8.2) it follows that
f +(l, k)=(2?)&d |
Rd
+a0( y, &l ) vb( y) 
+
a0( y, k) dy
+O(E&12) as E  +. (8.17)
It is known from one-dimensional scattering theory that
a+0 (x
a, ka)=eikaxa+O( |ka|&1) as ka  ,
as a consequence, for fixed p # Rd, # # S d&1 such that #a{0
+a0(x, s#+ p)=e
i(s#+ p)x+O( |s|&1) as s  . (8.18)
The formula (8.11) follows from (8.17), (8.18), (1.1), (8.2).
Consider now for the equation (8.1) the solutions \: (x, ka), :=
(a, Ej , aj ), j=1, ..., M (see the definition in Section 2). 
+
: (x, ka) describes
the scattering of the incoming ‘‘surface’’ wave aj (x
a) e ikaxa by the perturba-
tion potential vb(x).
Using (2.6), (2.9) we obtain the following equation
\: (x, ka)=
a
j (x
a) eika xa&|
Rd
R\a (x, y, E) vb( y) 
\
: ( y, ka) dy (8.19)
for :=(a, Ej , aj ), j # [1, ..., M], ka # Ka , k
2
a+Ej=E  (.
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Proposition 8.3. Under assumptions (1.1), (8.2), for :=(a, Ej , aj ),
j # [1, ..., M], ka # Ka , k2a+Ej=E  (, we have the following results:
(1) Let j, ka , x^=x|x| be fixed. Then, for E=k2a+Ej>0, the function
+: (x, ka) has the following asymptotics as |x|  :
+: (x, ka)=&(2?)
d&12 R+0 (x, 0, E) f
+
0j (- E x^, ka)
+o( |x|&(d&1)2), ?ax^{0,
(8.20)
+: (x, ka)=
a
j (0) e
ikaxa&(2?)d&1 :
M
n=1
Ga(xa , 0, E&En)
_an(0) f
+
nj (- E&En x^a , ka)+o( |x|&(d&2)2), ?ax^=0,
where - E>0, - E&En >0, x^a=xa |xa |,
f +nj (la , ka)=(2?)
&d+1 |
Rd
an( y
a) e&ila yavb( y) +: ( y, ka) dy,
(8.21)
f +0j (l, k)=(2?)
&d+12 |
Rd
+a0( y, &l ) vb( y) 
+
: ( y, ka) dy.
Let j, ka be fixed. Then, for E=k2a+Ej<0, E  ( and 2
+(E){0, where 2+
is the modified Fredholm determinant for the equation (8.19) with the sign
+, the function +: (x, ka) has the following properties:
|+: (x, ka)|Const( j, E, va , vb) e
Im - E |xa|, Im - E>0, (8.22A)
+: (r%+x
a, ka)=aj (x
a) eika xa&(2?)d&1 :
En<E
Ga(xa , 0, E&En)
_an(x
a) f +nj (- E&En %, ka)+o(r&(d&2)2),
- E&En>0, (8.22B)
for fixed % # Sa , xa as r  +, where for f +nj there is the formula (8.21).
(2) The following formulas are valid:
S;:(ka , la)=$;: $(ka&la)&2?i$(k2a+En&l
2
a&Ej) f
+
nj (k
a, l a),
:=(a, Ej , aj ), ;=(a, En , 
a
n), (8.23)
S0:(k, la)= &2?i$(k2&l 2a&Ej) f
+
0j (k, l
a).
Remarks. (1) The equations (8.19) differ from (8.4) by free term only.
In addition, we consider (8.19) for E # ]E1 , +["(, whereas (8.4) for
E>0.
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(2) The deductions of (8.19), (8.20), (8.21), (8.23) are similar to
(2.17), (8.8), (8.9), (8.10b), respectively.
(3) High energy asymptotics for f +nj follow from Theorem 7.1. It is
not difficult also to study high energy pointwise asymptotics for f +0j .
APPENDIX A: DEDUCTION OF THE FORMULA (2.18)
From (2.6b), (2.8) it follows that
T(l, k, k2+i0)=(2?)&d |
X
e&ilxq(x) +0 (x, k) dx, (A.1)
T(1)(l, k, k2+i0)=(2?)&d |
X
e&ilxq(1)(x) +0(1)(x, k) dx. (A.2)
The following sequence of equalities proves (2.18):
T(l, k, k2+i0)&T(1)(l, k, k2+i0)
=
(A.1), (A.2)
(2?)&d |
X
e&ilx(q(x)&q(1)(x)) +0 (x, k) dx
+(2?)&d |
X
e&ilxq (1)(x)(+0 (x, k)&
+
0(1)(x, k)) dx
=
(2,15), (2.17)
(2?)&d |
X
e&ilxq(2)(x) +0 (x, k) dx
&(2?)&d |
XC
eilxq(1)(x) |
X
R (1)(x, y, k2+i0)
_q(2)( y) +0 ( y, k) dy dx
=
(2.6b), (2.10b)
(2?)&d |
X
+0(1)(x, &l ) q (2)(x) 
+
0 (x, k) dx, l
2=k2.
APPENDIX B: THE PROOF OF LEMMA 6.1
Consider
?b(Xa)=?b((Xa)b) =
def Y baX
b,
?b(Xa)=?b((Xa)b) =def YbaXb,
Y ba & Y
ba=Z.
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(In this proof we fix indices a and b and therefore omit them with some
objects, for example, with Z.)
The restriction of ?b to (Xa)b we denote through F and the restriction
of ?b to (Xa)b we denote through F . Note that Ker F=0, Im F=Y ba ,
Ker F =0, Im F =Yba.
Let
M=F&1(Z), N=(Xa)bM,
M =F &1(Z), N =(X a)bM .
The coordinates on M, N, M , N we denote through m, n, m~ , n~ , respectively.
So, (xa)b=(m, n), (xa)b=(m~ , n~ ), xa=((xa)b , m~ , n~ ). We rewrite v;:, b((xa)b)
in the form
v;:, b(m, n)=|
X a
vb \F \mn ++F \
m~
n~ ++ ;:((xa)b , m~ , n~ ) d(xa)b dm~ dn~ ,
where
;:(xa)=:(xa) ;(xa).
Due to (6.8), ;:(xa) can be written as ;:(xa)=(m~ ) &= .;:((xa)b , m~ , n~ ),
where .;:(xa) # L1(X a).
We rewrite v;:, b((xa)b) in the form
v;:, b(m, n)=|
X a
vb \F \mn ++F \
m~
n~ ++ (m~ ) &= .$;:(m~ , n~ ) dm~ dn~ , (B.1)
where
.$;:((xa)b)=|
(Xa)b
.;:((xa)b , (xa)b) d(xa)b # L1((Xa)b).
To prove Lemma 6.1 it is sufficient to prove the following statement.
Statement B.1. If
vb(xb) # C(Xb), vb(xb)=O( |xb|&(1+\)) as |xb|  , \>0, (B.2)
.$;:((xa)b) # L1((Xa)b), =1+\, (B.3)
then it follows from (B.1) that
v;:, b((xa)b) # C((Xa)b), (B.4)
v;:, b((xa)b)=O( |(xa)b| &(1+\)) as |(xa)b|  . (B.5)
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The proof of Statement B.1. From (B.2) it follows that
&vb(xb+ yb)&vb(xb)&L(Xb)  0 for | yb|  0. (B.6)
The continuity of (B.4) follows from (B.1), (B.3), (B.6). From (B.2) it
follows that
|vb(xb)|A1(1+|xb| )&(1+\) (B.7)
for some positive A1 depending on vb .
Consider
F \mn ++F \
m~
n~ +=F \
m
0++F \
m~
0 ++F \
0
n++F \
0
n~ + .
Note that
F \m0 + , F \
m~
0 + # Z, F \
0
n+ # F(N ), F \
0
n~ + # F (N ),
where Z, F(N ), F (N )Xb, Z & F(N )=0, Z & F (N )=0, Z+F(N )=Y ba ,
Yba & F (N )=0.
Thus,
}F \m0 ++F \
m~
0 ++F \
0
n++F \
0
n~ +}
A2 \}F \m0 ++F \
m~
0 +}+ }F \
0
n+}+ }F \
0
n~ +}+
A2 \}F \m0 ++F \
m~
0 +}+ }F \
0
n+}+ (B.8)
for some positive A2 depending on Z, F(N ), F (N ). In addition,
}F \0n+}A3 |n|, (B.9)
where A3=(&F&1N &)&1>0, FN : N  F(N ) denotes the restriction of F to N,
&F&1N & is the norm of F
&1
N with respect to the natural induced euclidean
structure on N and F(N ).
Using (B.1), (B.3), (B.7), (B.8), (B.9) we obtain
|v;:, b(m, n)||
M
A4 \1+|n|+ }F \m0 ++F \
m~
0 +}+
&(1+\)
(m~ ) &= .";:(m~ ) dm~
(B.10)
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for some positive A4 depending on A1 , A2 , A3 , \, where
.";:(m~ )=|
N
|.$;:(m~ , n~ )| dn~ # L1(M ). (B.11)
The restrictions of F to M and F to M we denote through FM : M  Z, F M :
M  Z, respectively. Note that
}F \m0 ++F \
m~
0 +}=|FM (m)+F M (m~ )|
=|FM(m+F&1M F M (m~ ))|A5 |m+F
&1
M F M (m~ )|, (B.12)
where A5=(&F &1M &)
&1>0.
Using (B.10), (B.12) we obtain
|v;:, b(m, n)|A6 |
M
(1+|n|+ |m+G(m~ )| )&(1+\) (m~ )&= .";:(m~ ) dm~
for some positive A6 depending on A4 , A5 , \, where G=F&1M F M . Let
l=G(m~ ), then
|v;:, b(m, n)|A7 |
M
(1+|n|+ |m+l | )&(1+\) (l) &= +;:(l ) dl (B.13)
for some positive A7 depending on A6 , G, =, where
+;:(l )=.";:(G&1l ) # L1(M ).
Let
M +m =[l | l # M, lm &m
22],
M &m =[l | l # M, lm &m
22].
Note that
|m+l ||m|2 for l # M +m ,
(B.14)
|l ||m|2 for l # M &m .
Using (B.13), (B.14) we obtain
|v;:, b(m, n)|A7(I&(m, n)+I+(m, n)), (B.15)
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where
I\(m, n)=|
Mm
\
(1+|n|+|m+l | )&(1+\) (l) &= +;:(l ) dl,
I&(m, n)(1+|n| )&(1+\) (1+|m|2)&=
_|
Mm
&
+;:(l ) dlA8(1+|n|+|m| )&(1+\) (B.16)
for some positive A8 depending on &+;: &L1(M ) and \ (where =1+\),
I+(m, n)(1+|n|+|m|2)&(1+\) |
Mm
+
+;:(l ) dl
A9(1+|n|+|m| )&(1+\) (B.17)
for some positive A9 depending on &+;: &L1(M ) and \.
The property (B.5) follows from (B.15), (B.16), (B.17).
APPENDIX C: STATIONARY PHASE ASYMPTOTICS
Let u # C(Sd&1). Then
(Iu)(- E x) =def |
S d&1
ei - E %xu(%) _(d%)=
(2?) (d&1)2
(- E |x| )(d&1)2
_[ei(- E |x|+(d&1) ?4)u(x^)
+e&i(- E |x|+(d&1) ?4)u(&x^)+r(- E x)], (C.1)
where Sd&1 % x^ is fixed, x|x|=x^,
r(- E x)=O(1- E |x| ) uniformly in x^ # Sd&1 as - E |x|  +
(C.2a)
and if .(%)=0 in some neighbourhood of x^ and in some neighbourhood
of &x^, then
r(- E x)=O((1- E |x| )n) \n # N as - E |x|  +. (C.2b)
On the other hand,
|(Iu)(- E x)||
Sd&1
|u(%)| _(d%). (C.3)
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From (C.1), (C.2a), (C.3) it follows that
|(Iu)(- E x)|C1(u)(1+- E |x| ) (d&1)2, (C.4)
} (2?)
(d&1)2
(- E |x| ) (d&1)2
r(- E x)} C2(u, =)(- E |x| ) (d&1)2+= , 0=1, (C.5)
where C1(u) is a positive constant depending only on u, C2(u, =) is a
positive constant depending only on u and =.
Let now u # C 0 (70). We denote by N
$ the $-neighbourhood of the set
Sd&1"70=b{amin Sb in S
d&1, where Sb=Kb & S d&1.
Let $(u) depend on u in such a way that u(%)=0 for % # N2$(u). Then,
for u # C 0 (70), the remainder r in (C.1) admits the following estimate
r(- E x)=O((1- E |x| )n) \n # N (C.6)
uniformly in x^ # N$(u) as - E |x|  +.
From (C.1), (C.3), (C.6) it follows that
|(Iu)(- E x)|C3(u, n)(1+- E |x| ) (d&1)2+n (C.7)
for x^ # N$(u), n # N, where C3(u, n) is a positive constant, depending only
on u and n.
From (1.1), (C.4) and (C.7) (with n1+\) it follows that
|(x) s q(x)(Iu)(- E x)|
C4(q, u, E)(1+|x| )s
(1+|x| )1+\ (1+- E |x| ) (d&1)2
(C.8)
for x # X, where C4(q, u, E) is a positive constant, which for - E1
depends only on q and u.
From (C.8) it follows that, for s(1+\)2,
(x) s q(x)(Iu)(- E x) # L2(X) for E>0, (C.9a)
&(x) s q(x)(Iu)(- E x)&L2(X)=O((- E)&(d&1)2) as E  +.
(C.9b)
For u # C(Sa) we consider
(Iu)(- E&E: xa)=|
Sa
e i - E&E: %xau(%) _(d%). (C.10)
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We will prove that, under assumptions (1.1), (6.1), for s
min[(1+\)2, =:], for u # C 0 (7a),
(x) s qa(x) :(xa)(Iu)(- E&E: xa) # L2(X ) for E&E:>0, (C.11)
&(x) s qa(x) :(xa)(Iu)(- E&E: xa)&L2(X )
=O((- E)&(da&1)2) as E  +. (C.12)
Since qa(x)=b 3 a vb(x
b), it is sufficient to prove that
(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa) # L2(X ) for *>0,
&(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa)&L2(X ) (C.13)
=O((- *)&(da&1)2) as *  +.
We will use that, for u # C 0 (7a), the following estimates are valid:
|(Iu)(- * xa)|C1(u)(1+- * |xa | )(da&1)2 for xa # Xa , (C.14)
|(Iu)(- * xa)|C3(u, n)(1+- *| xa | ) (da&1)2+n
for x^a=xa |xa | # N$(u)a , n # N, (C.15)
where N$a is the $-neighbourhood of the set Sa"7a=b 3 a Sb & Sa in Sa ,
$(u) depends on u in such a way that u(%)=0 for % # N2$(u).
(The estimates (C.14), (C.15) are the same as estimates (C.4), (C.7).)
We will also use the following elementary estimate
(x) sC(s)((xa) s+|xa | s) for s>0. (C.16)
We will use the notations
M$(u)a =[xa | xa # Xa , x^a # N
$(u)
a ], D
$(u)
a =[x | x # X, xa # M
$(u)
a ].
The proof of estimates (C.13). From (1.1), (C.15), (C.16) it follows that
|(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa)|
Const(s, vb , u, n)
_((xa) s |:(xa)| (1+- * |xa | )&n (1+- * |xa | )&(da&1)2+
+|:(xa)| |xa | s (1+- * |xa | )&n (1+- * |xa | )&(da&1)2) (C.17)
for x # D$(u)a , where Const(s, vb , u, n) is a positive constant depending on
indicated objects.
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From (6.1), (C.17) it follows that, for s<min[=: , n2], n>1, the following
is valid:
(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa) # L2(D$(u)a ) for *>0,
&(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa)&L2(Da$(u)) (C.18)
=O((- *)&(da&1)2) as *  +.
From (B.7) it follows that
|vb(?bxa+?bxa)|A1(vb)(1+|?bxa+?bxa | )&(1+\). (C.19)
Note that
|?bxa+?bxa | |?bxa+(?bxa ?bxa@) ?bxa@ |
= | |?bxa |+?bxa?bxa@ |, (C.20)
where ?bxa@=?bxa|?bxa |;
B(Xa , Xb , x^a) |xa ||?bxa | |xa | (C.21)
for some positive B depending on Xa , Xb , x^a .
In addition,
0<B$(Xa , Xb)B(Xa , Xb , x^a) for x^a # Sa"N$a (C.22)
and some positive B$(Xa , Xb) depending on Xa , Xb , $.
In further estimates we will use the notations
f (xa, xa , *)=(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa),
f1(xa, xa , *)=(xa) s |:(xa)| (1+| |?bxa |+?bxa?bxa@ | )&(1+\)
_(1+- * |xa | )&(da&1)2,
(C.23)
f2(xa, xa , *)=|:(xa)| |xa | s (1+| |?bxa |+?bxa?bxa@ | )&(1+\)
_(1+- * |xa | )&(da&1)2,
pb(xa, x^a)=?bxa?bxa@ .
From (C.14), (C.16), (C.19), (C.20), (C.23) it follows that
| f (xa, xa , *)|Const(s, vb , u)( f1(xa, xa , *)+ f2(xa, xa , *)). (C.24)
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Consider
gj (xa, *)=|
Xa"Ma
$(u)
f 2j (x
a, xa , *) dxa
=|
Sa"Na$(u)
_(d%) |
+
0
f 2j (x
a, r%, *) rda&1 dr. (C.25)
Thus,
g1(xa, *)=(xa) 2s |:(xa)| 2 |
Sa"Na
$(u)
_(d%)
_|
+
0
rda&1 dr
(1+| |?b%| r+ pb(xa, %)| )2(1+\) (1+- * r)da&1

(xa) 2s |:(xa)| 2
(- *)da&1 |Sa"Na$(u) _(d%)
_|
+
0
dr
(1+| |?b%| r+ pb(xa, %)| )2(1+\)
, (C.26)
where
|
+
0
dr
(1+| |?b%| r+ pb(xa, %)| )2(1+\)
|

&
dr
(1+| |?b%| r| )2(1+\)

(C.21), (C.22)
|

&
dr
(1+B$(u) |r| )2(1+\)
Const(B$(u), \); (C.27)
g2(xa, *)=|:(xa)|2|
Sa"Na
$(u)
_(d%)
_|
+
0
r2srda&1 dr
(1+| |?b%| r+ pb(xa, %)| )2(1+\) (1+- *r)da&1

|:(xa)|2
(- *)da&1 |Sa"Na$(u) _(d%)
_|
+
0
r2s dr
(1+| |?b%| r+ pb(xa, %)| )2(1+\)
, (C.28)
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where
|
+
0
r2s dr
(1+| |?b%| r+ pb(xa, %)| )2(1+\)
=|
+
0
r2s dr
(1+|?b%| |r+ pb(xa, %)|?b%| | )2(1+\)
|
+
&
|r|2s dr
(1+|?b%| |r+ pb(xa, %)|?b%| | )2(1+\)
|
+
&
|r& pb(xa, %)|?b%| | 2s dr
(1+|?b%| |r| )2(1+\)

(C.16), (C.21), (C.22)
Const(s) |
+
&
( |r| 2s+(|xa|B$(u))2s) dr
(1+B$(u) |r| )2(1+\)
|xa|2s Const1(s, B$(u), \)
+Const2(s, B$(u), \) for s(1+\)2. (C.29)
From (C.26)(C.29) it follows that
gj (xa, *) # L1(Xa) for *>0,
(C.30)
&gj (xa, *)&L1(Xa)=O((- *)&(da&1)) as *  +,
where j=1, 2; s<min[(1+\)2, =:].
From (C.23)(C.25), (C.30) it follows that
(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa) # L2(X"D$(u)a ) for *>0,
&(x) s vb(?bxa+?bxa) :(xa)(Iu)(- * xa)&L2(X"Da$(u)) (C.31)
=O((- *)&(da&1)2) as *  +,
where s<min[(1+\)2, =:].
The estimates (C.13) follow from (C.18), (C.31).
APPENDIX D
In this Appendix we present the formulas which we use in the proof of
Proposition 8.1. For R+a (x, y, E) the following formulas hold:
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R+a (x, y, E)=&\ 12?+
d
|
Rd
a+0 (x
a, ka) a+0 ( y
a, ka) e&ika (xa& ya)
E&k2+i0
dk
& :
M
l=1 \
1
2?+
d&1
|
Rd&1
al (x
a) al ( y
a) e&ika (xa& ya)
E&E l&k2a+i0
dka ; (D.1)
R+a (x, y, E)=\ 12?+
d&1
|
Rd&1
Ra+(xa, ya, E&k2a) e
&ika (xa& ya) dka ; (D.2)
R+a (x, y, E)=
1
2? |R G
+
a (xa , ya , E&(k
a)2) a+0 (x
a, ka) a+0 ( y
a, ka) dka
+ :
M
l=1
G+a (xa , ya , E&El) 
a
l (x
a) al ( y
a). (D.3)
Consider now the Schro dinger equation in dimension 1:
H=k2, H=&
d 2
dx2
+v(x), x # R. (D.4)
For the kernel R(x, y, E) of the resolvent R(E)=(H&E)&1 as of an
integral operator, the following formula holds:
R(x, y, E)=&
1
2i - E a(- E)
.+(x, - E) .&( y, - E), Im - E0, yx,
(D.5)
R(x, y, E)=R( y, x, E),
where .\(x, k) are solutions of the equation (D.4) such that
.+(x, k)=eikx&|

x
sin k(x& y)
k
v( y) .+( y, k) dy,
.&(x, k)=e&ikx+|
x
&
sin k(x& y)
k
v( y) .&( y, k) dy,
.&(x, k)=e&ikx(1+o(1)) as x  &,
.+(x, k)=eikx(1+o(1)) as x  +;
a(k)=1&
1
2ik |R e
ikxv(x) .&(x, k) dx.
To prove Proposition 8.1 we use the formulas (D.1)(D.3), (D.5), some
results from [F3, DT] about properties of eigenfunctions and scattering
data for the Eq. (D.4), some asymptotical methods from [Fed].
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